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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Mighty Impact Wrench 12V 

Model Number: 2257 Retail: $84.95   

 

You are driving, suddenly the vehicle starts to handle oddly, sluggishly. You pull over to 

the shoulder only to find out that the tire is flat. You have a spare tire, but how do you put 
it on? The Wagan Mighty Impact Wrench is going to help get you back on the road in a 

short amount of time! The case contains all of the necessary tools to remove lug nuts: the 

Mighty Impact Wrench spare fuses two double sided sockets. The grip of the Mighty 
Impact Wrench has a rubberized texture to aid in firm handling of the wrench in less-than-

ideal conditions. 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: Brite-Nite 2 Million LED Spotlight Lantern-Yellow Li-ion 

Model Number: 2484 Retail: $49.95   

 

Brite-Nite 2 Million LED Spotlight Lantern - Its name is long, so is the distance you'll see 

when using it! Featuring both High and Low beam spotlight modes, the Brite-Nite 2 Million 
LED Spotlight Lantern will illuminate objects at long distances with a 600 lumen beam of 

light. On the side of the Brite-Nite 2 Million LED Spotlight Lantern are 12 white LEDs for 
those times when you need a wide spread of light for close-up work, and 6 Red LEDs that 

flash to alert oncoming motorists of your situation. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: PowerDome™ NX2 

Model Number: 2485-9 Retail: $224.95   

 

Wagan Tech's Power Dome NX2 is a mighty unit in a small package. With so many features 

built in to this small device, this has become an essential item for anyone who travels 
along the roadways today. Jump Starter, Bluetooth, Air Compressor, AC & DC outlets, USB 

power port, built-in inverter, AC outlets, and an AM/FM Radio with digital tuner, the NX2 

has it all! The Power Dome NX2 is a Bluetooth enabled device that allows you to play your 
favorite music, enhance the audio portion of video playback, and stream music. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: F.R.E.D. Light 

Model Number: 2639 Retail: $19.95   

 

Wagan Tech's Flashing Roadside Emergency Disk (FRED) is a safe, bright and effective tool 

for warning other motorists of your emergency roadside situation. A safe alternative to 

road flares, the FRED Light is IP55 rated, shatterproof, extremely bright, and is a highly 
versatile and valuable tool no matter what your use. Use it at home or on the road, your 

friend FRED will not let you down! With 9 Flash modes and a 3 white LED work light, FRED 
is as useful as it is versatile. 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: F.R.E.D. Light  (3 per pack with bag) 
Model Number: 2639-3 Retail: $59.95   

 

Wagan Tech's Flashing Roadside Emergency Disk (FRED) is a safe, bright and effective tool 

for warning other motorists of your emergency roadside situation. A safe alternative to 
road flares, the FRED Light is IP55 rated, shatterproof, extremely bright, and is a highly 

versatile and valuable tool no matter what your use. Use it at home or on the road, your 
friend FRED will not let you down! With 9 Flash modes and a 3 white LED worklight, FRED 

is as useful as it is versatile. 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: USB Air Purifier 
Model Number: 2871 Retail: $59.95   

 

Our USB Air Purifier helps to remove 99.95% of contaminants including pollution, 
allergens, dust, pollen, and more! Breathe easier with Wagan Tech! Wow, where do we 

begin?! HEPA Air Filtration, UV-C disinfecting light (germicidal lamp), Air ionizer, USB 
powered, all enclosed in a sturdy yet sleek aluminum case that fits in a cup holder! Who 

it's for You, Me, Everyone! If you like breathing clean air with reduced allergens, dust and 
pollution, then this is for you. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: USB Deluxe Air Purifier 
Model Number: 2872 Retail: $89.95   

 

Our USB Air Purifier helps to remove 99.95% of contaminants including pollution, 

allergens, dust, pollen, and more! Breathe easier with Wagan Tech! Features wow, where 
do we begin?! HEPA Air Filtration, UV-C disinfecting light (germicidal lamp), Air ionizer, 2-

Speed Fan (High/Low), Aromatherapy ready, USB powered, all enclosed in a sturdy yet 
sleek aluminum case that fits in a cup holder! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: SmartAC 425W Inverter 

Model Number: 3706 Retail: $64.95   

 

Coming from a long lineage of powerful and reliable inverters, Wagan Tech is reviving the 
Smart AC line with the new Smart AC 425W Power Inverter! Features as large power 

inverters became our primary focus (ProLine & Pure Line Inverters), we lost sight of the 

small and popular Smart AC series; well, not anymore! Like its predecessors, the new 
Smart AC 425W Inverter is powerful and affordable with the reliability that we are known 

for! 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Slimline 500W Inverter 
Model Number: 3716 Retail: $79.95   

 

Wagan SlimLine 500W Inverter is high output, compact, and slim; hence the reason it is a 

part of the Slimline Inverter family. Designed to be compact, lightweight, and offering full 
500 watts of continuous TrueRated power; it is the solution to your power needs. Features 

500 Watts of continuous TrueRated power, 2 AC receptacles as you'd find in your home, 
2.1A USB Power Port, thermal cooling fans, and a slew of safeties built in, the SlimLine 

500W Inverter is exactly what you've been looking for! 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: Slimline 800W Inverter 
Model Number: 3718 Retail: $114.95   

 

Wagan SlimLine 800W Inverter is high output, compact and slim; hence the reason it is a 
part of the Slimline Inverter family. Designed to be compact, lightweight, and offering full 

800 watts of continuous TrueRated power; the SlimLine 800W is the solution to your power 
needs.Features800 Watts of continuous TrueRated power, 2 AC receptacles (wall power 

outlet) as you'd find in your home, 2.1A USB Power Port, thermal cooling fans, and a slew 
of safeties built in, the SlimLine 800W Inverter is exactly what you've been looking for! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Slimline 1000W Inverter 
Model Number: 3720 Retail: $154.95   

 

Wagan SlimLine 1000 Watt Inverter is high output, compact, and slim; hence the reason it 

is in our Slimline family of power inverters. We have dubbed this line “Slimline" as all of the 
inverters are high performance but as slim and compact as possible. Featuring 3 US 

standard AC outlets, Power and fault LED Lights, USB Power Ports, Power switch and 
thermal cooling fans, the SlimLine 1000 Watt Inverter is ideal for your high power needs! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Slimline 1500W Inverter 

Model Number: 3722 Retail: $189.95   

 

Wagan  SlimLine 1500 Watt Inverter is high output, compact, and slim; hence the reason it 

is in our Slimline family of power inverters. We have dubbed this line “Slimline" as all of the 
inverters are high performance but as slim and compact as possible. Featuring 3 US 

standard AC outlets, Power and fault LED Lights, USB Power Ports, Power switch and 

thermal cooling fans, the SlimLine 1500 Watt Inverter is ideal for your high power needs. 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Slimline 2000W Inverter 
Model Number: 3724 Retail: $324.95   

 

Wagan SlimLine 2000W Inverter is high output, compact, and slim; hence the reason it is 
in our Slimline family of power inverters. We have dubbed this line “Slimline" as all of the 

inverters are high performance but as slim and compact as possible. Taking cues from its 
big brother, the SlimLine 2000W Inverter is small in size, but offers huge performance. 

2000 Watts of TrueRated power, 3 AC receptacles as you'd find in your home, thermal 

cooling fans, and a slew of safeties built in, the SlimLine 2000W Inverter is exactly what 
you've been looking for! 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: Slimline Plus 1250W Inverter 
Model Number: 3732 Retail: $209.95   

 

Taking a cue from its big brothers, the SlimLine Plus 1250 Power Inverter is small in size, 
but packs a punch. With 1250 watts of TrueRated power, 3 AC receptacles (wall outlet 

style) like you'd find in your home, USB power port, thermal cooling fans, and a host of 

built-in protections, the SlimLine Plus 1250 Power Inverter is exactly what you have been 
looking for. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Proline 3000W Inverter + Remote 12V 
Model Number: 3742 Retail: $529.95   

 

Starting from the ground up, the new 3,000 watt inverter received a new SMT circuit 
board, a glossy exterior coating on the smaller casing, and a massive weight reduction. 

Upgraded Features: the new SMT circuit boards offer greater reliability, better efficiency, 
and fewer stray RF emissions over the older PCB and through-hole boards. From there the 

case volume shrunk, and the overall weight was reduced; this makes for one efficient, 

compact, and lightweight 3,000 watt inverter. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Proline 5000W Inverter + Remote 12V 

Model Number: 3744 Retail: $819.95   

 

Starting from the ground up, the new 5,000 watt inverter received a new SMT circuit 
board, a glossy exterior coating on the smaller casing, and a massive weight reduction. 

The new Wagan Tech Pro Line Inverters; proving that the best can get better! Upgraded 

features: the new SMT circuit boards offer greater reliability, better efficiency, and fewer 
stray RF emissions over the older PCB and through-hole boards. This makes for one 

efficient, reliable, beautiful, and lightweight 5,000 watt inverter in a more compact size! 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Proline 8000W Inverter + Remote 
Model Number: 3746 Retail: $1,380.95   

 

Starting from the ground up, the new 8,000 watt inverter received a new SMT circuit 

board, a glossy exterior coating on the smaller casing, and a massive weight reduction. 
The new Wagan Tech Pro Line Inverters; proving that the best can get better! The new 

SMT  circuit boards offer greater reliability, better efficiency, and fewer stray RF emissions 
over the older PCB and through-hole boards. This makes for one efficient, reliable, 

beautiful, and lightweight 8,000 watt inverter in a more compact size! 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: Proline 10,000W Inverter + Remote 
Model Number: 3748 Retail: $1,729.95   

 

Starting from the ground up, the new 10,000 watt inverter received a new SMT circuit 
board, a glossy exterior coating on the smaller casing, and a massive weight reduction. 

The new Wagan Tech Pro Line Inverters; proving that the best can get better! The new 
SMT circuit boards offer greater reliability, better efficiency, and fewer stray RF emissions 

over the older PCB and through-hole boards. This makes for one efficient, reliable, 
beautiful, and lightweight 10,000 watt inverter in a more compact size! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Pure Line 1000W Power Inverter (ETL) 
Model Number: 3804 Retail: $384.95   

 

Born from an idea to make compact and efficient Pure Sine Wave Inverters that not only 

look good, but perform great; the new Pure Line Inverter will change the way that you 
look at PSW Power Inverters! The Pure Line offers the clean pure sine wave from the Elite 

Series while retaining the good looks and compact size of the SlimLine Series! This is the 
pinnacle of inverter technology; the best of the best combined into a single unit! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Pure Line 2000W Power Inverter (ETL) 

Model Number: 3808 Retail: $659.95   

 

Born from an idea to make compact and efficient Pure Sine Wave Inverters that not only 

look good, but perform great; the new Pure Line Inverter will change the way that you 
look at PSW Power Inverters! The Pure Line offers the clean pure sine wave from the Elite 

Series while retaining the good looks and compact size of the SlimLine Series! This is the 

pinnacle of inverter technology; the best of the best combined into a single unit! 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Pure Line 3000W Power Inverter (ETL) 
Model Number: 3810 Retail: $879.95   

 

Born from an idea to make compact and efficient Pure Sine Wave Inverters that not only 

look good, but perform great; the new Pure Line Inverter will change the way that you 
look at PSW Power Inverters! The Pure Line offers the clean pure sine wave from the Elite 

Series while retaining the good looks and compact size of the SlimLine Series! This is the 

pinnacle of inverter technology; the best of the best combined into a single unit! 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: Brite-Nite™ Dome Lantern 
Model Number: 4301 Retail: $14.95   

 

Our Brite-Nite Dome Lantern will certainly light up your life. Using common and readily 
available AAA batteries, it is ideal for camping, hiking, emergencies, power outages, and 

other night-time outdoor activities. With the powerful magnets, hanging hooks, rubber 

anti-slip feet, 3 lighting modes, and multi-function design, the Brite-Nite Dome Lantern will 
make your next camping trip conveniently bright. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Brite-Nite™ Pop-Up USB Lantern 
Model Number: 4304 Retail: $39.95   

 

Our Brite-Nite Pop-Up USB Lantern will certainly light up your life. Using a rechargeable 

internal lithium battery, the Brite-Nite Pop-Up USB Lantern is ideal for camping, hiking, 

emergencies, power outages, and other night-time outdoor activities. Converting from a 
flashlight to lantern is easy; just a quick pull of the front cap upwards is all that it takes! 

With the powerful magnets, hanging hooks, 3 lighting modes, battery power bank, and 
multi-function design, the Brite-Nite Pop-Up USB Lantern will make your next camping trip 

conveniently bright. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Brite-Nite™ Duo USB Lantern 

Model Number: 4305 Retail: $39.95   

 

Our new light encompasses all of the great features of the original Dome USB Lantern with 
the addition of a spot flashlight and dimming functions! Our DUO will certainly light up your 

life. Utilizing a rechargeable LiPo battery, it is ideal for camping, hiking, emergencies, 

power outages, and other night-time activities. With the powerful magnets, folding hanging 
hooks, rubber anti-slip feet, multiple lighting modes, and multi-function design, the DUO 

USB Lantern will make your next adventure conveniently bright. 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Flexxlite 
Model Number: 4307 Retail: $24.95   

 

Featuring a front flashlight and side lanterns with 3 color temperatures, 

removeable/magnetic rechargeable light head, and Flexible neck band for attaching 
anywhere: around your neck, pole, tree limb, or hanging. Flexxlite born from a company 

who loves the outdoors, the Flexxlite one-ups the competition with its detachable and 

magnetic light heads! No other light in the market can match the Flexxlite's versatility! 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: Compact Lantern 
Model Number: 4308 Retail: $24.95   

 

The Compact Lantern, a simple sounding name for a feature-packed lantern! Two 

dimmable LED colors, Rechargeable power bank, Solar powered, Tripod mountable, folding 
carabiner-type hanging clip, and it's compact size make this the ultimate camping lantern. 

Bright, bi-colored LEDs. The Compact Lantern features a set of dimmable white LEDs and a 

set of dimmable Amber LEDs. The white color (temperature) is great for broad illumination 
while the amber color is for more muted, intimate settings and may help decrease the 

amount of insects around the light. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Brite-Nite™ R600 LED Spotlight 
Model Number: 4320 Retail: $39.95   

 

Our Brite-Nite R600 LED Spotlight offers a modern take on an old favorite. Starting with a 
high-brightness, low-power consumption Lumiled LED; you get a 1000 lumen beam of light 

that is brighter, cleaner, and produces very little heat when compared to traditional 
halogen bulbs. The internal rechargeable lithium ion battery allows extended run-time and 

recharges with the provided micro-USB cord. Throw in a water-resistant IP44 rating, and 

you have a reliable spotlight that will help you find your way no matter the weather. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Wayfinder XL 

Model Number: 4345 Retail: $49.95   

 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Department Of 
Transportation (DOT) recommends every vehicle carry a flashlight and road flares. The 

Wayfinder XL satisfies those recommendations by providing a 1000 Lumen Rechargeable 
LED worklight on the front and a safety orange LED light on the reverse side. The 

Wayfinder XL features a strap-type handle. A folding stand allows the user to position the 

light at any desired angle, while the embedded magnets ensure the light remains 
stationary when placed on a metal surface. 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: 6 Quart Personal Fridge/Warmer 
Model Number: 6206 Retail: $99.95   

 

Wagan Tech's 6 Quart personal fridge/warmer is a great way to keep food and drinks cool 

while on the road.  The compact size of this cooler allows storage for your road trip 
necessities while only taking up a small footprint in your vehicle. It can warm or cool. 

When taking leftovers home from the restaurant, switch the cooler/warmer on to “warming 
mode" and it will begin to heat up instantly. This is a great device to take with you: to the 

park, tailgating, BBQ, sporting event, or wherever you need to keep items cool or warm. 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: 14 Liter Personal Fridge/Warmer 
Model Number: 6214 Retail: $149.95   

 

Portable cooler and warmer with 2 cup holders! No ice needed to keep your food and 

drinks cold. Holds up to eighteen 12-oz cans! 12 volt DC-powered.Wagan Tech's 14 Liter 
personal fridge/warmer is a great way to keep food and drinks cool while on the road. The 

diminutive size of this cooler allows storage for your road trip necessities while only taking 

up a small footprint in your vehicle. It can warm or cool items. This is a great device to 
take with you: to the park, tailgating, BBQ, sporting event, or wherever you need to keep 

items cool or warm. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: 24 Liter Fridge/Warmer-Blue 
Model Number: 6224 Retail: $169.95   

 

Portable cooler and warmer 2-in-1! No ice needed to keep your food and drinks cool. 

Extra-tall for holding wine and 2-Liter soda bottles. Wagan's 24 Liter personal 

fridge/warmer is a great way to keep food and drinks cool while on the road. It allows you 
to take full size drink containers and keep them chilled while on the road. This cooler will 

fit wine bottles and 2 liter soda bottles with ease. No longer will you show up to the party 
with warm soda, the 24 Liter personal fridge will ensure your drinks will arrive at just the 

right temperature. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: 12V Cyclone Auto Vac 

Model Number: 7207 Retail: $59.95   

 

12V Cyclone Auto Vac featuring a powerful 120 watt motor, washable two stage HEPA 
filter, and cyclonic wind-tunnel action, the 12V Cyclone Auto Vac is a compact and powerful 

workhorse that can handle life's messes. What is HEPA Filtration? HEPA or “High Efficiency 

Particulate Air" filters are made of three mechanisms that remove at least 99.75% of 
contaminants from the air; this is great for people that suffer from Asthma and Allergies as 

it helps remove pollen, pet dander, mold spores, and dust mite particulates. 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: DigiSet Tire Inflator 
Model Number: 7302 Retail: $59.95   

 

Wagan Tech's DigiSet Tire Inflator is your handy tool for emergencies or outdoor 

adventures that features: set pressure auto-off, backlit digital display, multiple pressure 
readings, LED work light, generous length power cord, adaptor tips, and a built-in braided 

air hose. Power & air With a 10-foot DC cord built in to the case and an air hose that is 24 

inches long, you'll always have the DigiSet Tire Inflator by your side when you need it. 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: 1.5A Intelligent Battery Charger 
Model Number: 7402 Retail: $49.95   

 

1.5A Intelligent Battery Charger - features internal circuitry which detects the battery type, 
current battery charge, overall battery condition, and automatically responds to optimize 

charging for that specific battery. It is perfect for maintaining your battery especially when 
it will not be used for an extended time. Our intelligent battery charger helps to maintain 

your battery and keep it in optimal operating condition which saves you money in the long 
run. Batteries need to be maintained at 100% capacity for maximum battery life! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: 15A Intelligent Battery Charger 
Model Number: 7407 Retail: $129.95   

 

15A Intelligent Battery Charger - features internal circuitry which detects the battery type, 

current battery charge, overall battery condition, and automatically responds to optimize 

charging for that specific battery. Our 15A Intelligent Battery Charger is perfect for 
maintaining and restoring your battery especially when it will not be used for an extended 

time. It helps to maintain your battery and keep it in optimal operating condition which 
saves you money in the long run. Batteries need to be maintained at 100% capacity for 

maximum battery life! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: iOnBoost™ Slim 

Model Number: 7504 Retail: $84.95   

 

Not your average battery power bank, the iOnBoost Slim is 5400mAh (20.0Wh) of power at 
your fingertips. Recharge your phone or tablet, power your USB devices, find your way in 

the dark, and jump start your car; all with this palm-sized device! 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: iOnBoost V10 TORQUE 
Model Number: 7507 Retail: $144.95   

 

TORQUE is defined as “the twisting force applied to an object to cause rotation" – our 

iOnBoost V10 TORQUE provides you with 1000 peak amps of power to get your engine 
started! Rated for use on all engines up to V10 gas engines and 6.7L Diesels alike! The 4S 

Lithium ion battery is able to charge your electronics with QC 3.0 and 2A USB Power Ports. 
With the included 12V DC Socket, you can charge and power other devices such as: 

Smartphone, Walkie-Talkie, Ham Radio, Fan, Lights, and more. 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: iOnBoost V8 Air 
Model Number: 7526 Retail: $189.95   

 

Utilizing the same 4S battery technology from our popular iOnBoost TORQUE Series, the all 
new iOnBoost V8 Air combines a powerful jump starter with a digitally controlled air 

compressor, USB QC 3.0 power port and flashlight. Rechargeable LiPo battery powered 

Jump Starter, Air Compressor, Flashlight, and a USB Power Supply all enclosed in a slim 
and compact case; everything your vehicle kit needs for your next adventure! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Power Dome PLEX 
Model Number: 7561 Retail: $309.95   

 

Extreme power! 1000 peak amps jump starter, 400-watt AC inverter, along with the 

standard air compressor, DC and USB power, radio, and more! Power Dome PLEX - The 

Power Dome PLEX is the second generation of the venerable crowd-favorite portable power 
supply. Featuring 120V AC, 12V DC, and USB power ports, the PLEX will keep all of your 

electronics charged. The PLEX is an amazing all-in-one portable unit that provides 
versatility and power exactly when you need it, whether it's on the road, at a campsite, at 

home, etc. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: 1000Lm In and Out Solar Wall Light 

Model Number: 8567 Retail: $59.95   

 

Featuring a detachable LED light head, wireless, solar powered with unlimited mounting 
options, the In & Out Detachable Solar Wall Light is your ideal outdoor and indoor lighting 

solution. The built-in motion sensor allows for hands-free operation while the detachable 

light head assures your mounting options are not limited by the sun's location. With an 
IP65 weatherproof rating and a user-replaceable battery, the In & Out Detachable Solar 

Wall Light will give you trouble free lighting for years to come. 
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Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: 2000 Lumen Solar Wall Light-White 
Model Number: 8569 Retail: $49.95   

 

2000 Lumen Solar Wall Light - Defeat the darkness with our compact and powerful 
cordless lighting solution. Featuring an all-in-one waterproof design, our 2000 Lumen Solar 

Wall Light provides light where you need it: on a sidewalk, driveway, walking path, side 
yard, deck, or any place that's lacking sufficient lighting! 

 Brand Name:  Wagan Tech Model Name: Solar + LED Floodlight 2000 w/remote 
Model Number: 8590 Retail: $139.90   

 

Our 2000 Solar Street Light has all of the great features of the previous unit: 2000 lumens, 
IP65 rated waterproof, solar powered, remote controlled, but now includes our A.L.T. or 

"Adaptive Lighting Technology". With our previous 2000 lumen Solar + LED Floodlight, you 
could get a full 3+ nights of lighting on a single charge. Granted that in itself is an 

impressive run-time, but we've upped our game and created ALT to extend the run-time of 
our new light up to 10 nights! 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Lithium Cube EX5 
Model Number: 8835 Retail: $549.95   

 

The Lithium Cube EX5 features a sleek functional exterior design intended to protect the 

internal components and endure the rigors of off-road exploration. On the power side, the 

Lithium Cube EX5 features two 120V AC outlets capable of providing 500 watts of 
continuous Pure Sine Wave power with Fast Charge and PD delivery USB power ports 

supplying fast charges to all of your electronic devices. A locking 12V DC socket and 
industry standard Anderson power pole connectors keep your DC appliances running 

smoothly. 

Brand Name: Wagan Tech Model Name: Lithium Cube EX18 

Model Number: 8837 Retail: $1,299.95   

 

Introducing the next generation of power stations, the Lithium Cube EX Series! The Lithium 
Cube EX18 power station features an updated long-lasting LiFePo4 battery, Fast-charging, 

UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply), Pass-thru charging, Parallel capability, and just plain 

good looks. The EX18 has a universal Anderson Powerpole connector that makes attaching 
a solar panel fool-proof. Use your existing solar panel set-up, or take a look at our high 

efficiency solar panels to take your power game to the next level. 

 


